The eight-vertex model solved by Baxter is shown to be equivalent to two 
The eight-vertex model solved by Baxter is shown to be equivalent to two Ising models with nearest-neighbor coupling interacting with one another via a four-spin coupling term. The critical properties of the model in the weak-coupling limit are in agreement with the scaling hypothesis. In 
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However, the statement that x~= 1 at X= 0 implies that at criticality for large r (5$"'5$"'}= q/2»r' 
-(0)» i=($' ')(0~') (e )Q, (nS""'0"')» &(=0 on the coexistence curve. Thus, P = vx, yields (21c) to first order in A. . Thus, we find all the critical indices by using the assumption that scaling holds.
To check this assumption we use first-order perturbation theory. There is a term Q"S"u'S~' in -PH. This term may be written as (($ ((&) 
